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Introduction: Transforming project
delivery
Welcome to the June 2017 edition of
Voices on Infrastructure. This collection
of articles by industry leaders and
McKinsey experts builds on our previous
development and financing edition
published last quarter and addresses
the critical phase of project delivery and
execution.

Michael Della Rocca

Gernot Strube

Partner, Philadelphia
McKinsey & Company

Senior partner, Munich,
McKinsey & Company

McKinsey research has pointed out the need, and opportunity, for significant
improvements in construction productivity. At 13 percent of global GDP, the construction
industry plays a pivotal role in securing prosperity, globally and locally, through the
deployment of new infrastructure—and the need for innovative approaches to building
public and private assets is stronger than ever. Improved performance in project delivery is
at the core to securing increased funding and meeting the challenge of labor shortages.
The industry has seen flat to declining productivity for years, while other industries have
significantly improved performance. Challenges of regulatory burdens, fragmented
supply chains, inconsistent standards, and owner-contractor misalignment persist but
are being tested by new models and approaches. At the same time, the need to move
the least digitized industry into the digital era is clear. This transition will include using new
materials, construction techniques, digital technologies such as the Internet of Things
and advanced analytics, collaboration models, and software solutions to dramatically
improve the outcomes of construction projects. New modes of working, including 5-D or
6-D building information modeling, open source, and cloud-based technology, are poised
to dramatically disrupt the industry. And manufacturing-style, repeatable-construction
techniques have the potential to transform the way we build—not only in the affordable
housing and residential sectors but also across the entire industry. The world needs these
solutions to be deployed faster—and companies need to make sure they will not be left
behind.
We have dedicated this issue of Voices to ideas about how project delivery organizations
can improve productivity. The articles describe the current challenges and feature
examples of successful integrated delivery models, process standardization, collaborative
contractual frameworks, proven intervention techniques, and public-private partnership
delivery benefits. Our contributors look at how leading organizations are responding to
these challenges with creativity and innovation. We hope you find their insights helpful in
identifying better ways to deliver capital projects.
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News from the Global
Infrastructure Initiative
We hosted our fourth GII Summit in Singapore on May 24–26,
Tony Hansen
2017. 211 global infrastructure leaders joined us from across
Director of the Global
Infrastructure Initiative,
the value chain, sectors, and geographies. Our agenda
McKinsey & Company
included discussions on rethinking the planning process,
alternative funding frameworks, boosting construction
productivity, and cybersecurity. We were impressed by the quality of these discussions—and
particularly by the concrete ideas and recommendations that participants shared. Our 2017 GII
Recap Report will cover these insights in detail but, for a sneak preview, explore the Summit’s
best ideas, videos, and photos.
Throughout the second half of the year, we have an exciting schedule of regional roundtables
and innovation site visits lined up. In September, we will host a Johannesburg roundtable
on reinventing construction, followed by a Stockholm roundtable on the future of mobility.
Coinciding with the latter, we will visit Sweden’s two electric road system pilots, a bold initiative to
explore low-carbon transportation. Then in November we will visit the $100 billion King Abdullah
Economic City (KAEC) in Saudi Arabia. Participants will learn what the KAEC team is doing to
keep this massive project moving and what it takes to commercialize a city, from concept to
masterplan to delivery and sales. For more details on upcoming events, visit our website.
Looking ahead, in October 2018 our fifth GII Summit will take place in Europe for the first time.
Over the coming months, we will determine the city and core themes. If you would like to weigh in
on which European city should host the Summit and why, please reach out to us.
The forthcoming September edition of Voices will focus on navigating big disruptions in
transportation. It will feature a fascinating selection of articles and interviews exploring how to
steer through the volatile environment caused by demand and supply-side disruptions, changing
mobility patterns, and new technologies.
We welcome your thoughts on Voices and, if you would like to sign up for GII events, please
contact us at info@giiconnect.com. Enjoy the June edition of Voices.
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Construction: The next great tech
transformation
Mired by under-digitization and fragmentation, construction
must find a new way to build.

Michael Marks
Executive chairman,
Katerra
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Imagine you want to buy a new car. You find the make and model you want, select your
interior and finish details, and place the order. The car company starts building the car to meet
your specifications, and promises to deliver it in a few weeks.
But a few weeks turn into a few months and the car never arrives. It’s nearly impossible to get
an answer as to why. When you ask you are referred to the person in charge of the chassis,
who blames the engine guy, who in turn says the steel wasn’t delivered on time. You’re left
trying to chase down multiple people over phone or email.
Finally, after nearly a year, you get your car. But it arrives with a bill for 30 percent higher than
the original quoted price.
No one would buy a car this way. More to the point, no car maker or dealership would expect
you to. But, somehow, we’ve come to accept this frustrating process as normal when it
comes to construction.

Construction must embrace technology
While other industries have radically modernized their processes, construction remains one
of the most stagnant major industries in the world, still using many of the same methods first
deployed in the 19th century. As a result, productivity is falling, the construction workforce
is shrinking,1 and demand for housing continually outpaces supply.
There are many reasons behind the stagnation. Foremost among them is the lack of
technology investment by construction firms. In 2016, 70 percent of construction firms
dedicated 1 percent or less of their revenue to technology.2 Outdated process management
and low productivity contribute to the fact that a residential building with more than 20 units
takes an average of 14.9 months to build—and that’s after an entitlement process that often
takes a year or more. The lack of technology is also pushing up construction prices worldwide,
even amid falling commodity prices.
Furthermore, the vast majority of building projects are still treated as one-off prototypes. While
design and construction are full of highly repeatable processes, there is still no scaled systems
approach to building. Instead we start from scratch every time, sacrificing huge opportunities
for time and cost efficiencies.
Fragmentation is another significant hurdle. The number of parties required to get something
built is mind boggling, with property developers and owners having to assemble teams that
include architects, general contractors, subcontractors, and materials suppliers. While
everyone may do great work, each team member is set up to protect their own individual
interests rather than champion those of the customer. They may have never worked together
before and may not agree on certain aspects of the project.
The good news is that other industries have already figured out how to solve many of these
problems. The automobile and electronics industries are two examples of successful models
1 David Randall, “Construction worker shortage weighs on hot U.S. housing market,” Reuters, Sept 2016.
2 The 5th Annual Construction Technology Report, JB Knowledge, 2016.
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that the construction sector should copy to create an entirely new way to build—a way that
is technologically advanced, systematic, and vertically integrated.

A new way to build
In short, when the entire building process is owned by a single team from end to end—
bringing design, manufacturing, material sourcing, and construction together into one
streamlined system—it is possible to build high-quality, beautiful buildings, faster and at a
lower cost.
The big challenge for the construction sector is to meet individual customer specifications
without sacrificing assembly and material efficiency. The solution is to create a building
design system that despite having a finite and controllable number of component parts—
wall panels, floor panels, kitchens, balconies, and so on—still allows for a broad range of
custom configurations.
The next step is to integrate design directly with manufacturing and the supply chain.
Having a single, integrated team working from a standard kit of parts and products
provides unprecedented transparency into material ordering, tracking, and delivery. Such
integration provides the opportunity to aggregate demand for building materials, creating
cost savings across multiple projects rather than having to buy key materials such lumber
and steel project by project.
Shifting the construction sector to a modern manufacturing model will also transform
the traditional construction job site and the skills required to run them. By shifting labor
to controlled factory facilities, we can reduce waste and provide greater schedule and
product quality assurance. Such a job site more closely mirrors a process of precision
product assembly, fitting pieces together in a defined sequence.

This new model for construction presents an exciting opportunity and a big win
for everyone in the industry. We can remove time and costs to the great benefit of
consumers, create a new generation of skilled manufacturing jobs, and modernize an
industry that is vitally important to our social fabric and to the planet.
And the housing shortage is a challenge that we must meet. In 2016, the United States
was short more than 7 million affordable and available rental unit apartments.3 A 2014
study found that by 2025, a third of the world’s urban dwellers—1.6 billion people—could
struggle to secure adequate housing.4 Optimizing architecture and construction can get
us there. I hope that other leaders across the built environment will join us on this journey
and help us to break new ground.

Copyright © 2017 McKinsey & Company. All rights reserved.

3 The gap: A shortage of affordable homes, National Low Income Housing Coalition, March 2017.
4 “Tackling the world’s affordable housing challenge,” McKinsey Global Institute, October 2014.
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Stopping the insanity: Three ways
to improve contractor-owner
relationships on capital projects
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Major capital projects are habitually beset by overruns
and delays, but three solutions offer a path out of
entrenched dysfunction and to increased profitability.
The definition of insanity is said to be doing the same things repeatedly while
expecting different outcomes. Sadly, this is too often reflected in the delivery of major
infrastructure and capital projects.
Time after time, our approach embraces the same contracting and construction
techniques, the same relationships, and the same arguments. Yet we continue to be
surprised when things go wrong.
Despite huge amounts of research and effort by construction professionals and project
owners around the world, a disturbingly large percentage of projects still fail to complete
on time or to budget, with 90 percent of megaprojects facing cost overruns, according
to research from Oxford University. Whether in the public or private sector, the industry’s
reputation for predictable, consistent, and reliable delivery is uneven.
Numerous major publicly and privately funded projects in the transport, energy, and
building sectors have grabbed media headlines and embarrassed public officials around
the world as delivery and budget predictions have run off course.
Certainly the lessons are there, yet each new project starts with the same
pronouncement: “This one will be different. It will be on time and on budget.” But most of
the time, that claim results in disappointment.
Two key questions emerge:
 What causes this insanity?
 What can be done to stop the insanity?
These are certainly not new questions, but it is time for the industry to consider a new
perspective and find a better outcome.

What causes the insanity?
The root causes of project delay and cost overrun are well documented. Issues include
poor project initiation, insufficient time spent on front-end design, the management of
resource productivity rather than workflow productivity, and the use of contracts with
inappropriate risk transfer.
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But while these issues help us to understand why projects can go wrong, they do not explain
why the sector consistently operates in the way it does. Understanding this behavior is more
complex, and McKinsey research has identified two primary drivers.
First, research from McKinsey and industry experts shows that the number one cause of project
overruns and delays is the poor procedures often adopted by project owners. To break from the
cycle of repeated errors, these owners must take a stake in efforts to help drive the innovation
that is vital to promoting change.
Of course, not all owners are equal. For many, major capital projects are a one-off, an exercise
never to be repeated. To others, such projects are at the core of their business.
Some get too involved in the project, causing scope creep and costly and inappropriate rework.
Many are not involved enough, causing delays due to slow decision making, design-review
cycles, and last-minute, third-party interference.
Either way, when owners adopt poor delivery procedures no one wins. For the supply chain, any
appetite for innovation quickly evaporates.
Second, this environment contributes to an important factor: the low underlying profitability
of most companies involved in the delivery of large-scale capital projects. Most engineering,
procurement, and construction (EPC) firms make 6 to 11 percent pretax margins and have
relatively weak balance sheets. As such, they have no financial “shock absorber” to enable
innovation.
On major projects, failure is usually very public and can lead some EPC firms to bankruptcy, a
strong incentive to stick with the “tried and true.”
By comparison, highly profitable companies in sectors such as high tech routinely invest to
improve performance. Working in the privacy of their laboratories, they are free to experiment
and fail with abandon.

What can be done to stop the insanity?
The best infrastructure-asset owners view their supply chain as a strategic partnership. They
enter long-term, multi-project relationships when appropriate, and know enough to manage the
critical matters over which they have control and influence. After that, they get out of the way.
This happens all too rarely. Yet, if the root cause of the insanity in large-scale capital projects is
the ineffective interaction between owners and contractors, it would be logical to conclude that
any intervention that enhances financial outcome should be embraced.
1. Relational contracting

There is clear evidence that better program and budget outcomes can be achieved by
pooling delivery risk and sharing profits among the owner, engineer, and constructor.
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Crucially, by procuring in this way financial returns for the engineer and EPC firm can
be increased.
Effective relational contracts often also establish separate pools of money specifically
to pilot new ideas across multiple team members. For example, Sutter Health in
Northern California has a $7 billion capital plan and more than 255 active projects.
Unreliable outcomes prompted the introduction of integrated forms of agreement,
integrated project delivery, and lean construction.
As a result, Sutter delivered 15 capital projects with a value of $1.5 billion within
schedule and budget.
2. Creative use of insurance

When owners require the general contractor to take sub-trade insurance, a large
repayable premium is put at risk. This increased exposure typically prompts greater
supply-chain oversight and engagement, consequently driving better performance.
Fewer claims against the insurance policy mean that a greater proportion of the
premium can be returned to the general contractor to be taken as profit or distributed to
the supply chain.
Some general contractors now expressly offer a performance bonus if the sub-trades
work to avoid claims.
In response, insurance broker Aon has introduced subcontractor default insurance, a
structure that better aligns the risks of the insurer with those of the general contractor.
Under such agreements, the contractor carries a significant retention, which is most
often funded via a retrospective agreement with the insurer or via a captive. The
retention is exposed in the event of a claim. However, if there is no claim, the funded
retention is returned to the general contractor and is often used to incentivize adoption
of best practices within the organization.
According to the company, the use of these structures has significantly improved
operational practices, particularly in supply-chain prequalification, procurement, and
management. Aon is now working with insurance carriers to design similar retention
structures to drive improvement in risk management and operational practices
throughout all aspects of the construction process.
3. Project production management system

EPC firms are increasingly tempted to build large inventories of materials on site to
reduce delays. However, this approach ties up capital in the mistaken belief that high
productivity offsets any additional cost.
In reality, it does little to drive efficiency. Instead businesses focus disproportionately on
issues such as measures of work progress and the variability of working capital rather
than on the wider issues that affect delivery.
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Using a true production-management system with lean construction tools enables decisions
to be made collaboratively across the project. This shifts the focus on granular issues such
as working capital and variability out of the system, speeding up execution and boosting
profitability.
For example, Katerra has recently launched a global sourcing model to help the supply chain
react to potential disruptions and market dynamics using predictive replenishment of supplies
informed by Internet of Things–connected inventories.

Breaking from the insanity of repeating unreliable project-delivery practices is crucial if the
sector is to raise productivity and deliver projects on time and to budget. Yet right now it is clear
that we do not have the incentives or structures in place to drive this change.
But change is possible. The solutions highlighted here provide a clear route to fixing the often
strained relationship between owners and the supply chain and to driving increased profitability
across the sector.
These solutions provide a route toward a new environment in which owners and EPC
businesses are willing to and financially capable of investing in innovative ideas that stop the
insanity and transform major project delivery.
Copyright © 2017 McKinsey & Company. All rights reserved.
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Out with the old: Why embracing new
ideas can transform construction’s
poor delivery habits

Bruce Grewcock
Chairman and CEO,
Kiewit Corporation
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Construction lags behind other industries in its
ability to manage complex projects, but two new
approaches will help close the gap.
Cost overruns and schedule delays are inherent risks in large-scale projects
across industries, but construction is particularly susceptible to these issues. A 2017
McKinsey Global Institute report on construction productivity found that nine out of ten
infrastructure megaprojects face cost overruns that add, on average, 70 percent to the
original budget. The research also indicated the industry does a poor job of completing
projects on time, with 61 percent exceeding the original schedule.
The reasons behind these problems are as complicated as the types of projects being
constructed today. Certainly, contractors are being asked to build highly complex
projects, work in increasingly difficult environments, and operate with much higher
levels of public scrutiny. However, old habits die hard, and the construction industry
remains slow to embrace new ideas that might help it break out of this recurring
problem—particularly when it comes to managing risk.
Owners and their legal advisers often focus on transferring project risk rather than
identifying the most suitable party to carry specific elements of that risk, mitigating the
risk or eliminating it altogether. Add to this the fact that we are now seeing the use of
stricter contracts that push more and more risk onto builders. This practice can result
in too little effort being put into identifying risks up front in the design phase, where, of
course, many scheduling and budget problems can originate.
But construction’s problems are not entirely at the feet of clients. Across the contracting
community, stakeholders are still reluctant to embrace new ideas. Yet the reality is that
in today’s complex world of project delivery, the old-school contracting systems and
approaches no longer work—and they haven’t for some time. Two approaches—new
contract models and technologies that support better decision making—can enable
owners and contractors to make better decisions, reduce risk, and ultimately work
more efficiently.

A new breed of collaboration contracts
A magnitude of problems can arise in complex infrastructure projects that follow
a design-bid-build approach. Take Boston’s Big Dig—one of the most public
megaprojects that went sideways, taking a decade longer than expected to build as
its budget ballooned from $2.6 billion to a jaw-dropping $14.8 billion (not including
interest). Many factors, such as inflation and environmental review processes,
contributed to the cost overruns and schedule delays, but one could argue that
a project of such stature and complexity would have benefited from the greater
involvement of contractors throughout the process—and particularly during the design
phase.
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To address this issue, a new breed of collaborative contracts such as the Construction
Manager/General Contractor (CM/GC) structure—which shares many of the same
characteristics and is often used interchangeably with the Construction Manager at Risk
(CMAR) model—seeks to assess and deal with risk at the outset. Unlike a traditional designbid-build contract, these models actively manage risk by engaging the contractor during the
design phase to help spot problems before they happen, increasing the likelihood of bringing
projects in on time and on budget.
Many construction projects are enjoying success with these models. At Kiewit, we have
successfully delivered hundreds of projects over the past decade using these more
flexible contract models when working across the transportation, building, and water and
wastewater markets. Even with that documented success, clients are often unaware of or
slow to embrace more flexible models with which they have no experience.
One example of success is the recent Fast Fix 8 bridge rehabilitation project in Nashville,
Tennessee. Kiewit worked closely with the client and designer from the beginning to
demolish and replace eight bridges within a series of 58-hour weekend windows. This early
engagement led to the development of innovative solutions such as short-term road closures
and round-the-clock work crews that ultimately brought the project in seven months ahead
of schedule. Similarly, in Minnesota, use of the CM/GC model and early engagement of
the contractor in the Highway 53 Relocation project, currently underway, has enabled the
project team to reduce risk-related costs from $40 million to $6 million by the time the design
was 90 percent complete. Identifying and anticipating risks prior to construction prevents
unexpected cost increases which can blindside the client.
In the energy markets, the use of an Early Contractor Involvement (ECI) collaboration model
featuring a pre-FEED and FEED (front-end engineering design) phase has achieved similar
successes. In short, regardless of the sector, the earlier contractors are engaged, the better
a project’s risk profile for clients and everyone involved.

Technology and tools
The use of modern contract models is just one element in the journey toward greater risk
awareness. Another solution to address cost and schedule overruns is literally at our
fingertips: new technology and tools that track and organize data, enabling parties to make
better business decisions, resulting in a positive impact on cost and schedule. For example,
nearly a decade ago Kiewit recognized that the traditional way of running our business
was not an option. We needed more connected, innovative technologies to support risk
management and decision making—so we built them, investing heavily in the development
and implementation of a new technology platform that would impact every aspect of our
business.
Today, we’re assigning new roles and deploying tools that measure data from estimating,
scheduling, cost control, planning, safety, environmental, equipment management,
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procurement, document control, and so much more. These fully integrated tools have
helped us win bids, eliminate project losses, and make more data-driven decisions
throughout the lifecycle of projects across our markets. Through greater visibility, our
stakeholders, engineers, and project managers are empowered to manage risk more
effectively, monitor progress, and communicate project success in real time.
The power of this technology can be seen, for example, at the Paradise Combined Cycle
project in Kentucky, where we’re integrating real-time data from six different mobile
and web-based applications to assess progress from the estimating stage forward. By
analyzing future resource requirements, we can make more informed decisions about work
sequencing and scheduling.
We’ve seen the impact that these tools can have across our business and consequently on
the industry as a whole. Our InEight business is helping to bring this suite of technology to
market for the benefit of the wider industry—from our clients to joint-venture partners. With
effective technology solutions, the entire industry can win through increased innovation,
speed and accuracy.

To navigate risk and the root causes of cost and schedule overruns, owners, engineers,
and builders have to evolve with the times. Modern solutions such as flexible, collaborative
contract models and innovative technology are paving the way to overcome these common
challenges.
The industry must embrace these new ideas. When we resist change, we overlook solutions
and set our companies—our industry—up for failure. And that’s a risk I’m sure none of us
wants to take.
Copyright © 2017 McKinsey & Company. All rights reserved.
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Improving construction productivity
McKinsey research finds seven levers can fix construction’s
productivity problem, but they require a new approach from
all players. We heard from industry leaders about which
barriers to change are most likely to fall first.
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The McKinsey Global Institute (MGI’s) Reinventing Construction report, released
in February 2017, found that the construction industry has an intractable productivity
problem. While sectors such as retail and manufacturing have reinvented themselves,
construction seems stuck in a time warp. Global labor-productivity growth in
construction has averaged only 1 percent a year over the past two decades, compared
with growth of 2.8 percent for the total world economy and 3.6 percent in manufacturing.
The report confirmed many reasons for this persistently poor performance, including
stringent regulations and dependence on public-sector demand, informality and
sometimes corruption, industry fragmentation, and mismatches in risk allocations and
rewards. In addition, project owners reported that it can be hard to navigate the opaque
construction marketplace—particularly when they do not frequently manage major
projects. This struggle often results in subpar project management and execution,
inadequate design processes, and underinvestment in skills development, R&D, and
innovation.
Since February, we have discussed the findings with diverse stakeholders around the
globe—in roundtables, our recent Global Infrastructure Initiative Summit, and more—
and we have heard from nearly all that change is both needed and possible. There’s a
sense that the industry is on the verge of disruption, and industry players are actively
working on new approaches. How organizations are preparing to deal with the disruption
varies greatly—though most recognize that failure to adapt could result in being left
behind. To cope with disruptive pressures, some have taken incremental approaches
to adopting best practices by establishing small, discrete programs. Others have
created transformational agendas designed to work within the current confines of the
industry. Still others are making significant strategic bets to radically restructure the value
chain or establish manufacturing-like systems of mass production. It is unclear which
approach will win in a given market segment—but understanding the challenge and the
opportunity to address it is a crucial first step.

The construction sector has much to do
To disrupt its own way of thinking, working, and building, the construction industry can
learn from successes in other industries, as well as from pockets of excellence within
subsectors of the construction industry and around the world. Change is underway, but
many approaches that have been discussed for years have yet to be adopted at the scale
needed to transform the industry.
Abundant gains are at stake. MGI’s research found that if construction productivity were
to catch up with that of the total economy—and it can—the sector’s value added would
increase by an estimated $1.6 trillion, adding about 2 percent to the global economy.
Such a gain is equivalent to about half of the world’s annual infrastructure need.
We identified seven ways that innovators are successfully addressing current market
failures and improving productivity. With widespread adoption of all seven, we estimate
that the sector’s productivity could increase by up to 60 percent.
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1. Reshape regulation and raise transparency. Too often, regulatory complexities hinder
productivity. At one roundtable, a participant noted, “Rules and regulations are the
scar tissue for past transgressions. Just like scar tissue, they eventually limit what you
can do.” Indeed, nontechnical risks, including political risks related to regulation and
transparency, are often cited as proximate root causes behind poor outcomes, even
more so than technical factors. Both government agencies and industrial companies
can ensure robust nontechnical risk management programs are in place to help
proactively manage nontechnical risks on their projects. Governments can help reshape
regulatory environments by streamlining permitting and approvals processes, reducing
informality and corruption, and encouraging transparency on cost and performance.
Many governments also allocate grants for innovation and training.
As project owners, government agencies can also help encourage innovation and new
approaches by prescribing means and methods of delivery or requiring use of certain
technologies.
2. Rewire the contractual framework. Many in the industry shared case studies
demonstrating that when interests are aligned and aimed at well-defined outcomes,
projects are more likely to meet schedule and cost targets. To align interests, the
industry must move away from the hostile contracting environment that characterizes
many construction projects to a system focused on collaboration and problem solving.
For example, procurement can be based on best value and past performance rather
than cost alone, and contracts can incorporate performance and alignment incentives.
To move toward best practice, alternative contracting models such as integrated project
delivery (IPD) help build long-term collaborative relationships.
The issue of trust came up in many forums, and it will take time to build the level of
trust needed to collaborate and transparently share data in a way needed for proper
incentive structures. Yet owners were keen to start incorporating some aspects of IPD
into their traditional models to increase focus on making the best choices for a project,
encouraging innovation, and reducing variability. Managing those contracts will also
require changes in behavior, attitudes, and skills.
Many owners, particularly in the industrial space, have adopted contracting frameworks
that aim to transfer financial risk to contractors under transactional lump-sum
contracting frameworks. At their worst, these structures often provide incentives for
structural failure in the multistakeholder collaboration process. Companies would be
better served by considering the full spectrum of options from purely transactional
contracting to purely relational contracting. This deliberation will go a long way to
ensuring a collaborative working approach is established at project inception.
3. Rethink design and engineering processes. There is a major opportunity to improve
productivity by institutionalizing value engineering into the design process and pushing
for repeatable design elements. Only 50 percent of MGI Construction Productivity
Survey respondents said their firms currently have a standard design library. In asset
classes such as deepwater oil and gas for which standardization might not be the
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panacea, the opportunity for parameter specification rather than individual company
specifications is significant.
Nearly everyone we spoke with agreed that change will only be achieved if owners
and contractors alike can shift mind-sets from custom scopes for each project to
more standardization and repeatability. Building up libraries of optimized designs can
support this undertaking.
4. Improve procurement and supply-chain management. The construction sector ranks
in the lower range of sophistication in McKinsey’s Global Purchasing Excellence
Survey, suggesting ample room for improvement. A combination of best practices
seen in other industries and innovative, digitally enabled approaches can improve
reliability and predictability. Digitizing procurement and supply-chain workflows will
enable more sophisticated logistics management and just-in-time delivery.
More strategically, owners, contractors, and material suppliers are also exploring ways
to learn from industries such as automotive and aerospace when it comes to building
longer-term supplier and subcontractor relationships.
In industrial companies, final investment decision (FID) is often a misnomer, as
the decision tends to be a foregone conclusion given the incremental financial
commitment that has already been made to procure long-lead-time stocks pre-FID.
Supplier development programs that aim to reduce lead time through the application
of lean supply techniques can help restore the integrity of FID and help owners avoid
obsolescence issues.
5. Improve on-site execution. In our discussions, stakeholders voiced several challenges
with on-site execution, including inconsistent use of best practices across all sites,
projects, and staff, as well as difficulty finding and developing talented project
managers. In addition, many struggled to identify and use hard data to baseline
project (and project managers’) performance rather than anecdotes about the
difficulty of a project.
To truly transform on-site execution, owners must implement change across all three
aspects of a project: management systems, technical systems, and mind-sets.
Four key approaches, though well known in the industry, have not been universally
adopted. First, a rigorous planning process can help ensure activities are achieved
on time and on budget. The use of integrated planning tools on a large-scale oil and
gas project, for instance, achieved a 70 percent increase in the project’s productivity.
Second, companies should agree on key performance indicators (KPIs) and use
them at regular performance meetings. It is critical to complement common KPIs with
forward-looking metrics to identify, and subsequently reduce, variance. Third, project
owners can improve project mobilization by ensuring all prework, such as approvals,
is completed prior to starting on-site work. Fourth, careful planning and coordination
of different disciplines on-site, along with the application of lean principles, can reduce
waste and variability.
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6. Infuse digital technology, new materials, and advanced automation. Construction lags
significantly behind other sectors in its use of digital tools and is slow to adopt new
materials, methods, and technology. Significant advances being deployed or prototyped
today can transform the effectiveness and efficiency of construction in three areas: digital
technologies, advanced materials, and construction automation. Digital technologies—
from 5-D building information modeling to advanced analytics—have spread rapidly. Our
survey revealed that more than 44 percent of respondents have adopted some type of
digital technology, and planned adoption within the next three years is expected to reach 70
percent.
In our discussions, stakeholders voiced several challenges in deriving more value from
digital tools, such as maintaining accuracy in transitioning to virtual models: Today,
frequently, there is no consistent “digital-twin” of a structure, but rather digital models are
being printed for use with suppliers, who make changes and optimizations without feeding
them back to the models, and there are substantial differences between as-built and plans
that make optimizations in supply chains, work processes, and lifecycle management
difficult to capture.

Read the biggest ideas that emerged from our roundtable
discussions in Houston, London, Los Angeles, and
Washington, DC.
Given constrained R&D funds, industry players are using pilot programs to test innovations
while minimizing risk. In a few leading cases, owners and contractors are pooling resources
to overcome capital constraints. The Crossrail Innovate portal, where owners and
contractors share ideas, is one example of effective cross-industry innovation.
Technology alone will not address poor productivity. We heard nearly universally that a
fundamental culture change is needed alongside adequate systems, processes, and buy-in
from the field to embrace these solutions.
7. Reskill the workforce. Change cannot be achieved without investment in retooling a
workforce that is undergoing major demographic shifts, from aging managers to increasing
numbers of migrant laborers. Apprenticeship programs can train frontline workers in core
skills that are currently underdeveloped and new technologies to help increase workforce
stability by breaking seasonality and cyclicality.
Collaboration is key; funders, educators, and public officials who run workforce-training
programs should collaborate with contractors and trades to ensure skills programs match
the industry’s needs. Megaprojects should be seen as long-term catalysts to work with local
workforce boards or nonprofits and develop regional training programs.
Beyond these seven ideas, parts of the industry could make a more radical change by moving
toward a manufacturing-inspired mass-production system, in which the bulk of a construction
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project is built from prefabricated standardized components off-site in a factory. Such
a system would negate most of the market failures that are currently holding back
productivity; the experience of firms that are shifting in this direction suggests that a
productivity boost of five to ten times is possible.
While stakeholders have mixed views on the experience of precast building parts from
the 1950s and 1960s in terms of cost and building quality, many are building up new
capabilities today based on different, lighter-weight materials that are easier to ship and
integrating more complex sustainability aspects into prefabricated components such as
solar technology, rainwater harvesting, and high-quality building insulation.

The time to act is now
The pressure to act is rising. Demand is soaring. The scale of players and projects is
increasing, making a more productive system more viable. The price of productivityenhancing technology is falling, making it more accessible. There is increasing
transparency in the market, and disruptive entrants are bringing a new wave of
competition and increasing the urgency of digitization.
After decades of stasis, the industry appears to recognize the pressures bearing down
on it, and these forces are motivating owners and contractors to change. As pioneering
organizations transform, they will create best practices that can be emulated across the
industry. Players that don’t rethink their approaches may be left behind in what could be
the world’s next great productivity story.
We intend to continue to collect case studies and best practices from across the globe,
and we hope to share them with the Global Infrastructure Initiative community. Please
click here to share yours with us.
Copyright © 2017 McKinsey & Company. All rights reserved
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Value plus efficiency: Where project
delivery and execution matter most
Why understanding the client’s view of value is critical for
effective project outcomes.

Alan Krause
President,
MWH Global, now part of
Stantec
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Whether you are a consultant, designer, contractor or operator, successful project
delivery and execution is generally defined the same way; your goal is to complete
projects on-time and on-budget, while also maximizing profit through efficient resource
utilization.
But equally, success in the longer term is about maintaining satisfied and loyal clients.
That means delivering value for their investment, thus ensuring that they come back to you
with their next project.
Conventional wisdom would suggest that key to achieving client value is driving efficiency
through project delivery and execution. And, of course, delivering this high value to the
client should equate to higher fees to the consultant. But simply delivering a project
on-time and within budget does not always result in the highest value for the client.
On the contrary, a relentless focus on efficiency during project delivery without reference
to the actual desired outcome for the end user can significantly undermine the value
delivered to the client.
The question for construction professionals, therefore, is how to translate this desire for
efficient, cost effective project delivery into the all-important value for the client. How
do we ensure that engineers really understand what drives value for the client and then
continue to think out of the box beyond the project delivery phase.

Up-front investment is key, but real value can come later
Too often in project development and planning we inadequately assess the problem we
need to solve. We commonly look at clients’ problems in insulated technology-focused
silos rather than from the wider, holistic, customer-focused perspective which could boost
both the value and efficiency outcome.
The result is that clients are constantly reminded, quite correctly, that spending money
and investing early in the planning stage has incrementally higher return on investment
than spending in construction and operations. The message is that to deliver efficient
project outcomes, up-front investment is essential on early planning, followed by careful
monitoring of progress while making necessary corrections.
As such, the value proposition for clients is commonly defined simply by the success
of the project delivery and execution process and leads to management consultants,
engineers and planners arguing that the greatest value is always created in the early
stages of development. This argument relies on the principle that planning is cheap
when considered in the context of the entire project lifecycle, including construction and
operations where investment capital is greatest.
However, if we assume a wider, holistic, customer-focused perspective, it is typically only
after planning is complete that significant investment occurs. The project moves from
concept to engineering design, asset creation actually starts, and real value begins to be
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generated for the client. Unfortunately, under traditional delivery models, it is at this point
that the ability to add value begins to diminish. As the project moves into construction and
ultimately asset operation, the ability to bring further value is limited.
Web 2017
GII Voices
Exhibit 3 of 3
Exhibit

Asset/Project Life Cycle

Value + Efficiency

Costs

Financial Services
Engineering / Design
APD
O&M Consulting
Value Curve
Asset Planning

Asset Creation

Asset Operation

Ability to Influence Expenditures

The Exhibit above illustrates how the asset planning phase of a construction project presents the greatest
opportunity to both generate value and influence expenditure. It also shows how the ability to create value falls
away despite the actual rate of expenditure climbing rapidly throughout the asset creation phase.

Thus in reality, while we understand that value is very often created early in the lifecycle of
a project, the greatest investment—and so the greatest potential for generating real client
value—is always expended during the construction and long-term operation of the asset.
And too often there is little consideration given to innovation or value in this phase.
This condition is emphasized in hard-bid contracts in which the client tenders to a prescribed
specification and shifts risk to the contractor. Under these conditions there is little time,
interest or ability for that contractor to embrace deviations from the design or contract terms
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which may generate long-term value. In fact, the introduction of innovation will generally
result in non-conforming bids that are ruled out by the client.

Innovation as a driver for true client value
So what is the solution? Project delivery and execution only drives value plus efficiency
if the drive for innovation is religiously applied across the full spectrum of the project
lifecycle. That means embracing a “blank sheet of paper” approach to identify not only the
client’s needs but also what actually constitutes value to them and for their customers.
This approach can present the client with an opportunity to reconsider their original
scope and to rethink the longer-term implications or opportunities from the investment.
Throughout such a process stakeholders should recognize that compromises are
essential—however, these will be explicit rather than hidden, creating better opportunities
for value across the lifecycle to be assessed by all.
Of course, the approach must start during the asset planning phase where costs are
relatively low compared to later phases of construction and operations. The parameters
around project delivery in this phase should be free-form and out-of-the-box with an
emphasis on monetizing and commercializing innovation over the whole life of the asset.
It means investing in key knowledgeable and skilled staff such as program and project
managers, project control specialists, schedulers, and technical leads. Among their
primary strengths should be calculating earned value, developing accurate estimates to
completion of a project, and assessing and quantifying risk exposure and how it ultimately
impacts project delivery.
The process can be made more challenging by legacy assets, organizational blind spots,
and the desire to maintain status quo, which can often constrain project definition and
reduce the long-term value of a solution. The blind spots can even take the form of selfperpetuated myths about what might work and what might not.
But as the project moves into asset creation—from preliminary design to final design—the
“blank sheet” project delivery and execution process can be redefined with more rigidity.
Innovation is always encouraged but contained within the engineering “envelope” so
that the engineering design is delivered to budget without spiraling out of scope. Most
importantly, the whole supply chain must be engaged throughout to ensure efficient
constructability.
Finally, as a project moves from asset creation to asset construction and operation,
innovation shifts from engineering and design to delivery, which may include innovative
approaches to supply chain management and offsite fabrication to create repeatable
processes. These processes can improve quality and reduce flaws and introduce
different approaches to risk management and risk transfer mechanisms including
bonding, but must be discussed early in the project delivery.
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Communication is crucial
Design engineers, contractors and system operators often communicate poorly. This early
engagement of all stakeholders—internal and external—through a disciplined “gateway”
process provides an opportunity for value to be constantly assessed and for customer
expectations to be managed around what value will or will not be delivered. Too often the
client is surprised about what value was intended at the end of the project.
Consultants, engineers, contractors, and operators commonly dwell exclusively on the need
to boost efficiency in project delivery and execution when in fact, the client is really expecting
value plus efficiency.
Achieving this combination is possible but made difficult if we do not first invest to
understand precisely what the client is trying to achieve and then apply the sound project
delivery and execution principles across the entire project lifecycle—all the time keeping
efficiency plus value top of mind.
Copyright © 2017 McKinsey & Company. All rights reserved.
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Taming scope creep to keep public
sector projects on track
There’s a monster that eats projects: scope creep. To keep the
creep at bay, organizations need discipline, collaboration, and
a relentless focus on real user needs.

Steffen Fuchs
Partner, Dallas
McKinsey & Company
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The tendency of projects to keep increasing in size and complexity—“scope creep”—is
a threat whenever a bias toward optimism leads people to think that adding a bit more
won’t be too difficult or expensive. But in the public sector, with its large number of
stakeholders pushing different agendas, the threat becomes much sharper.
A road-improvement or utility-upgrade program, for example, may involve a national
transportation or energy ministry, a provincial or state-level agency, local and municipal
authorities, specialized utility or land-use bodies, and an entire address book of other
entities involved in the planning process. Each of those stakeholders will have an influence
on project scope and funding decisions, and that can lead to lengthy planning processes
and a tendency for project scope to grow over time.
Poor scope discipline can be exacerbated during the engineering phase. Without a clear
understanding of the underlying business case for the project, engineering teams will
attempt to find the best technical solution that addresses all the requirements identified by
stakeholders. Nice-to-haves get mixed up with “must-haves,” and cost, complexity, and
delivery time continue to rise.
At one large US public-sector agency, poor scope discipline wasn’t just adding extra cost.
Some important projects were spending so long in planning, and becoming so expensive,
that they were eventually deprioritized or abandoned. By aiming to address all the needs
of stakeholders, the process ultimately addressed none of them.

Getting scope right
To address this challenge, the agency set about redesigning its project-delivery process
from scratch. Its aim was a new way of working, one which kept the fundamental business
case for every project in focus at all times, while also allowing stakeholders to have
effective, fact-based conversations about the costs and benefits of different options and
changes in scope.
To run the new process, the agency gave project managers a playbook—a collection of
tools to improve project-scope management and quantify the costs and benefits of scope
changes. Large projects would be divided into smaller chunks, for example, so the most
urgent needs could be addressed first. Planners could then evaluate a range of options
for each segment, including low–capital expenditure options or postponement of activity
altogether if the need wasn’t clear.
Crucially, the playbook addressed human factors as well as technical ones, providing
guidance on how to plan and manage meetings with stakeholders, for example. Agency
personnel were given training on the new methods, along with coaching and support
as they applied them to real projects for the first time. As a result, the culture among
managers changed from focusing on “solving an engineering problem” to “solving a
transportation problem.”
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Keeping stakeholders aligned
One key objective of the new project-delivery process was improved stakeholder
management. The aim was to get all stakeholders involved early, and ensure they all
understood the end-user need, the range of options available to fulfil that need, and the costs
and benefits of each option.
In the early stages of five new projects, for example, the agency led workshops whose 20+
participants included mayors, county personnel, and state and national officials. Together,
they clarified the objectives of all five projects; in doing so, they identified engineering and other
savings of $32 million. One relatively small project, for example, had been cancelled twice
before, but the participants agreed to prioritize work at a few critical chokepoints. Focusing
construction improvements on breaking through those bottlenecks cut costs by $10 million,
and design and construction time by 30 percent—while achieving the same benefits.

From plan to delivery
With scope agreed, the playbook approach also brought new efficiency and rigor to
subsequent planning and procurement activities—ensuring that project requirements were
addressed in full and that parallel activities, like right-of-way purchases or utility relocation,
were properly coordinated.

Applying its new delivery approach in several pilot efforts has saved the agency between
15 to 20 percent in total project costs, through a combination of shorter development and
construction schedules, scope control, and improved engineering. More important for the
future, the playbook has given project managers new skills and tools that they can apply in
subsequent projects, both new and ongoing.
Copyright © 2017 McKinsey & Company. All rights reserved.
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Getting big mining projects right:
Lessons from (and for) the industry
When major mining projects face trouble, leaders often
find it hard to determine how or when to intervene. Six key
strategies can help get projects back on track.
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More than 80 percent of mining construction projects come in late and over budget—
and project leaders often find it hard to determine whether, when, or how to intervene. In
our experience, their biggest regrets are waiting too long to act and not going far enough
when they do. The sector’s profit margins are already slim, and so is the room for error.
Drawing on our global experience, we present the following six ways to help owners keep
their projects on track and to intervene quickly and effectively when they don’t.
1. Build a proven team. Companies often try to turn projects around by parachuting in
individual experts. These individuals may be accomplished leaders, but they often work
in silos when what’s needed is an overall change in direction. At best, these individuals
struggle to integrate their thinking as a team, and at worst they develop ineffectual plans
after prolonged debate.
Instead, project owners should create teams of external and internal experts with
turnaround experience, complementary skills, and a clear understanding of team
missions. The team must operate as a unit, bringing integrated intelligence to focus on
specific solutions for specific problems.
When a brownfield smelter project was bedeviled by cost overruns and delays, the
company assembled a turnaround team of project veterans and younger professionals
with deep analytical skills—all at the same location to ensure defined roles and easy
information sharing. Equipped with project-control technology that tracked progress,
costs, and schedules in real-time, the team established new communication channels
and got the project back on track through quick identification and resolution of potential
issues.
2. Create a comprehensive view. Distressed projects usually suffer from deep-rooted and
interconnected issues ranging from contractual disputes to poor morale. Project owners
often focus on one or two areas, convinced that fixing them will transform the project. But
systemic problems need systemic solutions.
One way to develop a broad picture is to create a diagnostic framework that diagrams
the organization of key construction activities, their supporting functions (for example,
contracting and quality), and how they interact. This visualization of how issues are
connected helps teams to better target where changes are needed and identify fixes likely
to bring about the most significant benefits in the shortest time.
When a company’s open-pit, copper-mine project was faltering, it developed a diagnostic
framework that revealed a broad picture of interconnected problems and quantified costs
and delays. It decided to address productivity issues rather than overhaul operations,
sensibly choosing to focus on making the plant operational and learn for the future.
3. Address productivity. Productivity tends to deteriorate when problems accumulate
and work becomes more complex. This decline often occurs near the end of a project,
when tasks are congested and multiple trades are working in the same spaces. Improving
productivity is thus a key lever in turning around a project and controlling costs.
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For all projects, but particularly those in remote locations, every available work hour must be
well used. Construction projects ought to resemble well-run factories, one trade finishing
before the next one starts, with predictable schedules and no downtime. Disparate groups
must collaboratively plan workflows, sequence tasks, facilitate access of materials and
people to sites, and coordinate across disciplines to manage differently skilled personnel.
But such planning rarely happens.
When one coal-mine project fell significantly behind schedule, the owner figured that
catching up would require 1,000 additional people. However, a field-operations analysis
found that construction crews were completing only half of the planned work—which meant
hiring more people would probably only add costs without addressing core productivity
problems. Instead, the company focused on improving productivity by overhauling its
planning operations and installing mechanisms that would ensure crews implemented the
plan correctly. The changes reduced the number of new workers needed, saved money,
and improved outcomes.
4. Create an information infrastructure. One of the biggest challenges at today’s mining
sites is that despite technological advances, critical data such as cost and schedule metrics
reside in separate systems that don’t communicate with each other. Comprehensive
dashboards that aggregate and analyze data can act as control towers that send crucial
data to management and on-site teams. Readily accessible near work sites, these
dashboards should contain up-to-date progress metrics, graphs, and drawings to drive
better decisions.
But nothing replaces face-to-face conversations. While daily on-site meetings are often
curtailed or eliminated when projects fall behind schedule, these meetings are vital to
ensure trades, project managers, and superintendents all review daily work and address
issues. To supplement daily meetings, a best-practice approach is to hold weekly meetings
to cover progress and remaining problems and less frequent but regular meetings that
address longer-term plans for future work.
5. Manage the transition from construction to operations. Mining companies tend to be
fixated on meeting construction milestones and underestimate the effort of commissioning
and start up. Often, those who build a facility focus on completing the work, while those who
will operate it don’t understand the design or what decisions were made along the way. It’s
a case of handing over the keys without an instruction manual—and it’s a big reason why so
many promising projects lurch toward disaster.
Transition planning must begin at the outset of every project and remain in the workflow
until the end so the commissioning and operations teams learn about facilities as they are
built. Construction and commissioning leaders must work closely to complete systems
and subsystems safely. Contractors and operators need to collaborate to implement a
structured system for testing each element.
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While most teams agree with this approach in theory, execution often falters.
Leadership should therefore establish a commissioning organization early to help
plan for completion.
The owners of a new copper mine began building facilities without consulting the
commissioning team, which eventually found that expensive equipment was going
to be installed with no way to start it and nothing for it to do. In addition, critical tests
were omitted and the people needed to begin operations weren’t in place. Because
of these misalignments, the mine opened on time but the plant didn’t reach full
production capacity until well after the intended start date.
6. Redefine success. When problems arise, large projects are often well into
execution and contractors and managers are already invested in their decisions,
practices, and actions. As a result, they encounter both momentum (ongoing activity)
and inertia (resistance to change). To change the project’s direction, an articulation
of clear, ambitious, and achievable targets must come from the top of the company if
employees are to believe in—and feel accountable for—reaching goals. Further, the
revised plans must include a significant change-management program led by people
skilled at driving cultural shifts.
One underground nickel-mining project, for example, seemed economically
infeasible until the sponsor set a target expressed as an internal rate of return. The
new goal energized the project team. Recovering ideas previously cast aside, the
team identified an opportunity to double the rate of return.

Executing complex and lengthy mining projects requires constant vigilance on the
part of the project owner, from the first plans to the beginning of operations. Knowing
when and how to intervene improves the likelihood of project success.
An expanded version of this article appears on McKinsey.com.
Copyright © 2017 McKinsey & Company. All rights reserved.
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Optimizing performance in
infrastructure project delivery
To manage costs and schedules more effectively, a fourpronged strategy can identify and limit variability in
process execution.

Leigh Jasper
CEO,
Aconex
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“The bigger the project, the bigger the problems” is an apt description for infrastructure
megaprojects, which have a history of failed delivery due to poor planning and execution.
Their increasing size, complexity, and risk are frequently exacerbated by disconnected
project teams, inefficient processes, and siloed data. The result is schedule delays, cost
overruns, and quality issues: According to McKinsey research, large capital projects
typically take 20 percent longer to finish and cost up to 80 percent more than expected.1
The global construction industry has attempted to respond to this recurring issue by
introducing process innovation and standardization to boost consistency and quality of
project delivery. With the benefit of historical data, projects are now more tightly scheduled
to compress cycle times and contain costs. The critical path is tracked closely, to the point
of process rigidity.
The premise behind these efforts is that more consistent process execution will result
in improved project performance over time. In reality, execution for nearly all project
processes still varies from plan, often significantly, resulting in still longer cycle times, higher
costs, and lower quality.
Variability can occur in the execution of every process and needs to be carefully managed
throughout the project lifecycle. For example, the duration of a structural drawing review
with a planned turnaround of six days could vary from two to 12 days. If not managed
properly, such variances could undermine project delivery.
To quantify the impact of variability, we analyzed 2,768 processes executed approximately
1.8 million times on global infrastructure projects using the Aconex platform. Our findings
indicate the tremendous potential of strategies that can reduce variability.
Our analysis showed that actual process times vary by 12.5 days on average—nearly twice
the planned process duration. Delays in each individual process can seriously affect overall
project deadlines. Since many of these processes are predefined in the contract and
baked into the schedule, this variability makes it difficult to meet delivery commitments.
Understanding the root causes of variability is crucial to reducing process cycle times and
improving delivery.

Four strategies to reduce variability
Complex processes are inherently prone to variability—and our analysis of data from
real projects backs up this conclusion. Even simple processes such as interior design
reviews show significant variability. We recommend a four-pronged approach to managing
variability:
1. Leverage. When complex processes are standardized, they can be used as templates
for other, more variable processes. However, complex processes differ from project to
project. For example, on a hospital construction project, request for information (RFI)
and site instruction processes are considerably less variable than they are on a power

1 “Imagining construction’s digital future,” McKinsey & Company, June 2016.
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Process variability in large infrastructure projects
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The chart above illustrates processes executed on the Aconex platform for large infrastructure projects since
2013. The size of each circle represents the number of times the process has been executed. Variability is
measured as the number of days required to complete the process, against baseline duration, and complexity
is measured in the number of steps in the process.
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engineering project. These differences should be factored into the adaptation of
standardized process templates.
2. Reduce. The focus here is on processes where complexity is low—typically
requiring just two to three steps—and yet variability is significantly high. An
example would be structural and “as-built” documentation reviews on health
projects, which we have seen vary by 16 to 19 days, on average. Clearly, delays in
structural reviews can have an effect on construction. Yet by planning for handover
early in the project, variability in as-built reviews can potentially be eliminated, with
the output of these reviews feeding directly into asset operation and maintenance.
3. Remove. Many simple processes exhibit variability for no apparent reason. They
go unnoticed and are often ignored because of their perceived minimal impact.
But cumulatively, they can cause significant issues throughout the project.
These processes, such as the simple reviews for facades or elevators in vertical
construction projects, should be tackled before complex processes.
4. Control. Complex processes typically exhibit higher variability, but these should be
tackled only after all the simpler processes have been addressed, as decreasing
their variability may require considerable effort. Design reviews, contract
administration, and change management, including variations, all fall into this
category. These processes are intricate by nature because of contractual clauses,
legal implications, risk impact, and financial considerations.
The next challenge is to reduce or remove variability in process execution. Although
more commonly used in manufacturing, the DMAIC (define, measure, analyze,
improve, and control) model can be a useful tool in the construction sector—provided
a suitable project collaboration platform is in place to support the measurement of key
process metrics such as duration, volume, and throughput.
Predictive analytic tools are also valuable in understanding the impact of performance
against these metrics on project outcomes. Access to historical data and industry
benchmarks makes measurement even more efficient, as it can form the basis for
setting performance targets.
For infrastructure project managers, variability increases process cycle times
and reduces quality, affecting schedules and budgets. Process execution should
therefore be measured routinely during the project lifecycle and on practical
completion.
If a specific process typically takes three days to complete, plus or minus one day, yet
is trending toward more than six days, further analysis and corrective action can help
reduce downstream schedule delays. Conversely, well-defined processes that are
executed efficiently and consistently should be considered best practice and adopted
for future projects.
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Approach

Define

Action
Define the processes that you want to
start tracking. Start with standardized
processes because there is a predefined expectation of performance.

Process:
• Request For information (RFI)

Measure Set up measurement frameworks and

Process metrics:
• RFI median = 7 days
• RFI standard deviation = 8 days

Analyze Analyze the variability data using

• Fishbone analysis / cause & effect
• Monte Carlo simulation & sensitivity
analysis of RFIs to identify levers for
reducing variability.

Improve Improve the processes analyzed by

• Change RFI process based on
analysis.
• Change expected RFI close-out
times on different projects / phases.
• Measure change in turnaround times.

Control

• Run regular reports on RFI turn
around times and volumes and the
impact of changes.

start measuring the variability of the
processes identified across multiple
projects.

standard root cause analysis tools to
uncover reasons for the underlying
variability.

making changes based on the analysis. For example, if variability is caused
by differing contract types, consider
standardizing contractual terms.
Use a system to regularly and continuously monitor process performance
across projects for at least a year.
If deviations creep back into the
processes, apply the model again.

The chart above describes the DMAIC approach to infrastructure projects, with a sample process.

Objective measurement of variability, coupled with close management of its longer-term
effects, can drive successful delivery and continuous improvement across the project
portfolio. With nearly $50 trillion in capital investment projected over the next 15 years,
managing variability will be critical as the world builds new infrastructure to meet accelerating
demand.2
Copyright © 2017 McKinsey & Company. All rights reserved.

2 Fostering investment in infrastructure: Lessons learned from OECD Investment Policy Reviews, OECD, January 2015
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The rising advantage of public-private
partnerships
In the United States, governments are increasingly turning to
public-private partnerships (P3s) to implement public infrastructure works. Here’s why the benefits of P3 project delivery, not
just financing, will continue to shift the market in this direction.

Michael Della Rocca
Partner, Philadelphia
McKinsey & Company
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The World Economic Forum ranks US infrastructure behind that of most other
comparable advanced nations such as Singapore, Germany, and the United Kingdom.1
And it will get worse: from 2013 to 2020, cumulative US infrastructure needs are
estimated to be nearly $3.5 trillion. Fiscal constraints limit how much governments can
do on their own, and much has been written about how public-private partnerships
(P3s) can be a viable option for filling this financing gap. But most overlook P3s’ ability
to address many of the nonfinancing pain points in infrastructure development and
delivery.
A 2016 study by Syracuse University concluded through dozens of owner and
concessionaire interviews for US-based projects that there is a significantly higher
likelihood of meeting cost and schedule objectives under P3 models compared with
traditional public sector project delivery where a project is owned, managed, and
financed by government.2 And yet when it comes to large, expensive public works
projects, US elected officials have often struggled to develop and sustain the political
will to partner with private investors on project delivery. The United States—which in
2015 accounted for roughly a quarter of nominal global GDP and 18 percent of global
construction spending—accounted for just 9 percent of the world’s nominal total costs
of P3 infrastructure in the same time period.3
Elected officials’ reasons for hesitance are varied but often boil down to misplaced
perceptions about enabling a private entity to finance, construct, and manage the
long-term operation of public assets. Those who are singularly focused on the finance
and ownership debate, however, can miss other tangible benefits arising from a P3
delivery model. P3s can address some of the key structural and operational reasons why
traditional large infrastructure project delivery so often fails.

The pain points that P3s can address
A strategic P3 approach can potentially mitigate the overruns and schedule delays
that plague traditional infrastructure project delivery by clearly delineating governance,
allocating shared risk, integrating resources, applying best practices, and establishing
a lifecycle–long perspective of costs and accountability. In our experience, institutions
face eight recurring challenges with their capital project portfolios, often unrelated to
financing. P3s can potentially address each of these pain points to varying degrees
depending on the project.
Unclear responsibilities. A lack of clarity about decision making and project governance
often hinders effective project delivery. P3s address this challenge by requiring
the owner to document and negotiate the performance standards, risk-allocation
mechanisms, responsibilities, rewards, and penalties in a transparent and commercially
realistic manner.

1 The global competitiveness report 2016–2017, World Economic Forum, 2016.
2 Public-private partnerships: Benefits and opportunities for improvement within the United States, Syracuse University, 2017.
3 Emilia Istrate and Robert Puentes, Moving forward on public private partnerships: U.S. and international experience with PPP
units, Brookings-Rockefeller Project on State and Metropolitan Innovation, December 2011.
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Poor alignment with strategy. Support can wane, or implementation can be delayed, when
projects are not backed by a strategic and robust commitment. P3s, however, are thoroughly
screened and vetted from a portfolio of potential investments with a high degree of public
visibility, resulting in project commitments aligned with the strategy of the sponsor.
Insufficient optimization of project features. Sponsors are often constrained by existing
standards, methodologies, and limited exposure to best practices under traditional
approaches. But P3s encourage innovative problem solving by concessionaires during the
bidding, design, construction, and long-term operational phases of the project.
Lack of an ownership mind-set in the delivery team. Traditional project delivery often results
in poor alignment between the contractor and owner. In P3s, concessionaires adopt the
perspective of owners, sponsors, or both because of the performance incentives and
obligation to ultimately transfer assets in a state of good repair.
Lack of discipline in execution. Large infrastructure projects often suffer from competing
objectives, time frames, and resource commitments. P3s achieve clarity of delivery and
operational accountability by defining and aligning contractual obligations and integrating
project delivery functions, such as design, procurement, and supply chain management.
Poor project controls. Multiple participants and different systems can result in competing
versions of progress, differing views of the truth, wasted effort on reconciliation, and a
strained relationship among participants. P3 concessionaires typically deploy project-wide
systems and considerable resources to identify, manage, and mitigate deviations from plan,
resulting in better contingency planning and faster response to changes.
Low initial cost mind-set. Traditional procurement approaches frequently award contracts
to the lowest construction bid without a mechanism to consider the full cost of lifecycle
operation and maintenance (O&M). P3s, by definition, focus on the long-term total
cost of ownership, including O&M, at the time of contract award, thereby incentivizing
the concessionaire to optimize not the minimum required capital, but the initial capital
expenditure and ongoing operating expenditures that actually maximize value.
Poor resource optimization. Owners sometimes suffer from inadequate internal resources to
ensure progress and daily decision making in a timely manner. P3s address this challenge by
transferring delivery responsibility to highly capable and well-resourced teams incentivized to
perform through the negotiated contract terms.

P3s consistently deliver better schedule and cost performance. Opinion or fact?
P3s will not tackle all of these challenges all the time—but a growing body of evidence
supports the assertion that they can indeed solve many structural and operational problems
that often cause budget and schedule overruns for large capital projects.
Based on published studies of the design, construction, and maintenance of social
infrastructure projects, such as schools and clinics, in Europe, we find that the P3 approach
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can reduce lifecycle cost up to 20 percent compared with the traditional approach. The
UK Audit Office found a reduction of 70 percent of project budget overrun counts and
65 percent reduction in project schedule overruns deploying a P3 model.4 An Australian
study of 54 projects showed that only 1 percent went over budget; they also beat the
schedule on average by 3 percent, while traditional approaches were on average 24
percent late.5
Like Australia, Canada boasts an impressive track record, with a mature P3 market that
offers many lessons in best practices, including the establishment of an agency to oversee
the growth and accountability of P3 opportunities to deliver infrastructure. A transparent
procurement process and consistent approach drive Canada’s success.
Success stories also exist in the United States. The largest availability payment–based
social infrastructure project in US history, the George Deukmejian Courthouse in Long
Beach, California, represents a successful P3 that accelerated replacement of an
outdated and poorly functioning facility. The state of California awarded the project to a
private consortium in a 35-year project agreement. The building was completed in 2013,
on time and within budget, and it opened in May 2014.6 For its part, the private consortium
gained low-risk cash flow payments on the lease for the full duration, protected by the
clause that the consortium can evict the state if availability payments are not made.
Today, the state of California continues to occupy the award-winning courthouse, with
dramatically improved facilities and amenities, room to expand, and a performancebased agreement with the concessionaire to ensure satisfactory long-term operations.
Transportation success stories, such as the I-595 reversible managed lanes in Broward
County Florida and the I-495 lanes in Virginia, have proven the ability of properly conceived
and managed P3 projects to provide tangible transportation benefits.

Of course, the P3 approach isn’t right for every project. In some cases, the advantages do
not sufficiently offset the political, procurement, delivery, or revenue risks; value-for-money
analyses clearly point out instances where this model is not applicable. Sophisticated
financial investors place high hurdles on risk identification and mitigation before submitting
proposals that satisfy their expected returns. And no matter the situation, a poorly
executed contract can put a government in a risky position should the private partner fail
to deliver.
However, public officials charged with shepherding the use of public funds are
increasingly looking for better ways to deploy resources in the most efficient way
possible. The P3 approache solves many root causes of poor project performance on
4 PFI: Construction performance—Report by the comptroller and auditor general, House of Commons, February 5, 2003;
Performance of PFI construction, UK National Audit Office, October 2009.
5 Ibid. Public-private partnerships, Syracuse University, 2017; Performance of PPPs and traditional procurement in Australia, Allen
Consulting Group and the University of Melbourne, November 30, 2007.
6 Governor George Duekmejian Courthouse: Evaluation of cost-effectiveness, California Administrative Office of the Courts, June
2014.
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large capital investments. And indeed, the current market suggests strong momentum.
As of January 2016, the Federal Highway Administration had identified that 35 states,
the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico have statutes that enable the use of various
P3 approaches for the development of transportation infrastructure, to provide another
arrow in the project delivery quiver.7 And governments are validating this delivery approach
through a documented portfolio of successful projects that offers many lessons about the
circumstances, ingredients, and benefits of deploying a P3 approach that places project
delivery excellence at the fore. We anticipate that as evidence of successful infrastructure P3s
continues to mount, we’ll see the pace of P3 deployment increasing in the US market.
Copyright © 2017 McKinsey & Company. All rights reserved.

7 Kevin Pula, Public-private partnerships for transportation: Categorization and analysis of state statutes, National Conference of State
Legislatures, January 2016.
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Videos & podcasts
Our videos and podcasts help connect you with the leading voices in
infrastructure today. Join the conversation: click on an item to view or listen
on our website.

Videos

Welcome to GII

Printing the future:
Ma Yihe, WinSun 3-D Printing
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Reimagining construction:
Mukund Sridhar, McKinsey & Company

Podcasts

The future of construction

Rethinking the
planning process

Tapping into the
next big skills disruption

Taking action for the long term

We look forward to future conversations on these and other issues.
See more at globalinfrastructureinitiative.com/voices
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McKinsey & Company || Capital Projects & Infrastructure
McKinsey & Company is a global-management consulting firm, with experts in more than
110 locations and more than 60 countries committed to serving clients across the private,
public, and social sectors. McKinsey’s Capital Projects & Infrastructure Practice is a
leading adviser on the planning, financing, delivery, and operation of infrastructure, real
estate, energy, and large capital projects and portfolios worldwide.
We help clients improve on-time and on-budget delivery of major projects and get the
most out of existing capital assets. Working alongside owners, developers, contractors
and financiers, we have experience across all markets, asset classes, and stages of the
project lifecycle. McKinsey provides our clients with a unique combination of strategic
advisers, practitioners with deep sector and market knowledge, and senior technical
experts with decades of industry experience.
Over the past five years, we have delivered impact in more than 3,000 engagements,
including work on 150 megaprojects collectively valued at more than $1 trillion. Our
unique ability to partner with our clients and drive fundamental change is rooted in our
independent perspective, alignment with client goals, a deep commitment to innovation
and impact, and the depth and breadth of our expertise and experience.
mckinsey.com/industries/capital-projects-and-infrastructure/how-we-help-clients

Global Infrastructure Initiative
Since 2012, McKinsey & Company’s Global Infrastructure Initiative (GII) has convened
many of the world’s most senior leaders in infrastructure and capital projects to identify
ways to improve the delivery of new infrastructure and to get more out of existing assets.
Our approach has been to stimulate change by building a community of global leaders
who can exchange ideas and find practical solutions to improve how we plan, finance,
build, and operate infrastructure and large capital projects.
Our initiative consists of a global summit, regional roundtables, innovation site visits,
and a quarterly digital publication. The fourth GII Summit took place in Singapore on
May 24–26, 2017. Our theme explored new solutions for global infrastructure and capital
projects. Participants shared the latest data, global best practices, and innovative
approaches to develop, deliver, and operate large projects in the 21st century.
globalinfrastructureinitiative.com
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